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Abstract: The success obtained from semiconductor laser devices is dependent on the science of manipulating the
electron-hole and the photon. While the most useful interaction in the laser is the recombination process that involves the electron
and holes to produce a photon, other non-useful processes also occur and in some cases overshadow the preferred recombination
process. In this review article, the physics behind radiative and non-radiative recombination processes and loss mechanisms
dominant in quantum well semiconductor lasers is presented. The work concludes by suggesting possible solutions based on
relevant published works
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1. Introduction
When current is injected into a semiconductor laser, ideally
one would expect that each injected (generated) electron-hole
pair produces a photon. In reality there are other processes
which may increase the threshold current (Ith) and deteriorate
the device performance. The total current at threshold is a sum
of the different terms depending on carrier concentration n,
describing recombination via defects, radiative recombination,
non-radiative Auger recombination and carrier leakage [1, 2].

2. Photon-Interaction with Carriers in a
Semiconductor
When photons of energy E interact with carriers in a
semiconductor, the photon causes a transition of constituent
carriers from one energy band to another leading to either a
release of another photon or absorption of the interacting
photon. Considering a semiconductor with filled electron
states in the conduction band (hence forth referred to as CB) of
energy E2 and empty states in the valence band (hence forth
referred to as VB) of energy E1, three possible ways have been
identified by which electrons in the two bands can interact.
These interactions are; absorption, spontaneous emission and
stimulated emission and are schematically presented in figure
1. The relationship between the band energies and the photon
energy is given in equation 1[3]

E2 − E1 = E = hυ

(1)

Where E, is the photon (transition energy), h is plank’s
constant and v is the frequency of photon.
2.1. Absorption
In an absorption process schematically shown in figure 1(a),
the energy of an incident photon is absorbed by an electron in
the VB of energy E1, the electron is excited to the CB of
energy E2. The pre-condition for this process is that, the
incident photon energy E12 will satisfy the condition of
equation 1. The probability of absorption is proportional to the
density of electrons in the VB, the density of un-occupied
states in the CB and the photon density. The rate of absorption
for such a system is defined by equations 2.

R12 = B12 ρv f v (1 − f c ) ρc P(hv)

(2)

Where, P(hv) is the density of incident photons and B12 is
the Einstein’s absorption rate coefficient. ρv and ρc are the
densities of states for the VB and CB respectively. fc and fv are
the probability distribution of the electron and holes described
by the Fermi-Dirac distribution function for electrons in the
CB and empty state in the VB.
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2.2. Spontaneous Emission
Spontaneous emission occurs when an electron loses energy
and transfers from the CB to VB emitting a photon of energy
E21 satisfying the condition, in the process illustrated in figure
1(b). The cause of spontaneous emission is attributed to the
interaction of the electron with a virtual photon. The rate of
decrease of the electron number density of electrons in the CB
(spontaneous emission rate) during spontaneous emission
process is given by equation 3. The probability of spontaneous
emission is proportional to the density of electrons in the CB
and empty states in the VB.

R21 = A21 ρc f c (1 − f v ) ρv
Where A21 =

1

τ sp

(3)

the device performance. The total current at threshold is a sum
of the different terms depending on carrier concentration n,
describing recombination via defects, radiative recombination,
non-radiative Auger recombination and carrier leakage [1, 2]
given by equation 5.

(

)

Ith = eV An + Bn2 + Cn3 + Ileak

(5)

Where, e is the electron charge, V is the volume of the active
region A, B and C are recombination coefficients of the
monomolecular (recombination at defects), radiative and
Auger recombination, respectively.
3.1. Radiative Recombination
In a direct band semiconductor laser, radiative
recombination is a process where an electron in the
conduction band recombines with a hole in the valence band
releasing a photon as illustrated in figure 2(a). This process
may either be spontaneous or stimulated. Radiative
recombination due to spontaneous emission may be expressed
as [3];

is the spontaneous emission lifetime

Rr = Bn 2 and I rad = eVBn 2

Figure 1. Two state energy level model showing (a) absorption, (b)
spontaneous emission and (c) stimulated emission.

Here, B is the radiative recombination coefficient. It is
worth mentioning that the measured pure integrated
spontaneous emission Lspon is directly proportional to the
radiative current Irad at threshold. This is the basis for the
experiment used to extract the various current paths of the
diode laser threshold current; the method is also used in this
work.

2.3. Stimulated Emission
3.2. Non Radiative Recombination
Stimulated emission occurs when an incident photon causes
an electron in the CB to transfer to the VB, releasing a photon.
The energy of the incident photon must satisfy equation 1. The
incident photon is not absorbed in this case but it leaves the
system with the emitted photon as pure monochromatic light,
it also has equivalent energy, frequency and phase to that of
the incident photon. The rate of stimulated emission is
proportional to the density of electrons in the CB, the density
of empty states in the VB and the photon density, P(hv) and
can be expressed by equation 4.
Stim
21

R
It

has

been

3.3. Recombination at Defects

= B21ρc fc (1 − fv )ρv P(hv)
shown

that,

B12=B21=B

When a semiconductor laser is injected with current, the
desired recombination in the active region is an electron-hole
pair that emits a photon. But in reality, there are other
processes which cause carrier loss thereby contributing to the
threshold to the detriment of the device performance.
Mechanisms such as recombination at defects, Auger
recombination and leakage current are the main non-radiative
processes [1, 4].

(4)
[30]

and

8π 3 3
2
A21 = B
n (hv) .
(hc)3

3. Recombination Processes in
Semiconductor Lasers
When current is injected into a semiconductor laser, ideally
one would expect that each injected (generated) electron-hole
pair produces a photon. In reality there are other processes
which may increase the threshold current (Ith) and deteriorate

Defects arise from the deviations in the crystalline structure
of the semiconductor material. Defects are usually created
during epitaxial growth; an atomic site can be substituted by
an impurity, or change position leaving a vacant site which
would normally be occupied, or it is sometimes by an atom
occupying a supposedly empty site. These defects states
(electrons and holes) within a diffusion length may recombine
non- radiatively [5, 6]. The rate of defect related
recombination is expressed as

RD = An where A = σ v Nt

(6)

σ , is the capture cross section of the defects, Nt is the
density of defects, and v is the velocity of electrons and holes.
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The current due to the non-radiative (monomolecular)
recombination is referred to as the defects current (IDefects) and
is the first term of equation 7 given as;

I Defects = eVAn

(7)

3.4. Auger Recombination
In non-radiative Auger recombination, the energy of the
recombining electron and hole is gained by another electron
(hole) which is excited to a higher (lower) energy level in the
conduction (valence) band [7]. To achieve thermal
equilibrium, the excited carrier relaxes through lattice
vibration and emits a phonon. The Auger carrier lifetime is
given by the equation 8.

τA =

1
Cn 2

(8)

From this relation, C can be evaluated experimentally by
measuring carrier lifetimes and the carrier density. C is the
Auger recombination coefficient it is in itself not dependent on
carrier density but is thermally activated and in bulk materials
and can be expressed by equation 9. Where C0 is independent
of temperature and Ea is the activation energy.

 −E 
C = C0 exp  a 
 k BT 

(9)

The Current due to the Auger recombination is referred to
as Auger current and is given as

I Auger = eVCn3

(10)

Auger recombination is band gap sensitive and increases as
the band gap of the semiconductor decreases and as a result it
is a major problem in mid infrared devices [3]. This is because
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as the band gap decreases, the activation energy and effective
mass of carriers reduces thereby increasing the probability of
the Auger process as shown in figure 2. The percentage
contribution of non-radiative Auger recombination to the
threshold current of diode lasers can be estimated
experimentally by varying the band gap of the devices using
temperature and hydrostatic pressure. These two techniques
have been employed in this work and a detailed explanation of
the procedure will be given in chapter three of this thesis.
There are many types of Auger recombination however only
band-to-band Auger processes are discussed in detail.
Discussions here will be limited to the direct band gap
semiconductor material and the parabolic band model will be
used for illustrations. The band-to-band Auger process is one
in which the momentum is conserved in an electron-hole
transition and is not assisted by phonons. It is categorised into
three based on the bands in which the Auger carriers reside
and or are excited to.
In a conduction-hole Conduction-Conduction (CHCC)
Auger process, an electron makes a transition from conduction
to valence without emitting a photon; instead the energy
excites another conduction band electron to a higher energy
state. The excited electron later loses energy to optical
phonons and the system attains thermal equilibrium [8]. The
illustration for this Auger process is shown in figure 2 (b).
Another form of direct band-to-band Auger is the
Conduction-Heavy Hole- Spin-split off band-Heavy-hole
Auger recombination (CHSH) shown in figure 2(c). In this
Auger process, an electron from the spin-split off band is
excited to the heavy hole band. If the electron-hole process
leads to a transition from a light-hole band to the heavy-hole,
the
process
is
called
the
conduction-hole-light-hole-heavy-hole
(CHLH)
Auger
process illustrated in figure 2 (d).

Figure 2. Electron-hole recombination in (a) radiative process, (b) conduction-heavy hole-conduction-conduction Auger process, (c) conduction-heavy
hole-spin-split off–hole Auger process and (d) the conduction-hole light hole-heavy hole Auger process. In (b), (c) and (d), a photon is not emitted; instead the
transition energy is gained by a third carrier.
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3.5. Carrier Leakage
Carrier leakage is a loss process where electrons or holes in
a well layer escape over a barrier into the confining layer.
Figure 3 show the schematic diagram of carrier leakage in a
QW. Carrier leakage depends on the barrier height and the
electron and hole mobility, due to the larger effective mass of
holes, they are less mobile thus electron leakage is
significantly higher for a given band offset [9, 10]. Carrier
leakage increases as temperature increases since carriers gain
enough thermal energy to escape from the quantum well.

Figure 3. Schematic diagram showing carrier leakage from a quantum well
into the barrier and cladding layers.

The leaked carriers do not participate in the lasing process
rather, they may recombine in the cladding layer
non-radiatively (causing heating) thus increasing Ith. This loss
is a general problem to diode lasers, increasing the band offset
of quantum well lasers reduces carrier leakage.

4. Conclusion
Ideally, each electron injected into a laser should recombine
to produce a photon. This would mean that the quantum
efficiency of the laser will be 100% [11]. This does not occur
due to the reasons evaluated above. Non-radiative
recombination is also the reason for high threshold current in
most semiconductor devices. This affects the low gap-short
wavelength lasers since the probability of Auger
recombination occurring is higher is such devices. These
effects can be mitigated through growth of strained layers
within quantum well materials. carrier leakage is another path
through which injected electron are lost without taking part in
the lasing process, leaked carriers can recombine out the well
or loose energy through phonon interaction [12]. This can be
controlled through efficient engineering of the band offset
making use of appropriate barriers.
While the Auger and carrier leakage affect the injected
electron directly, IVBA prevails from the supplies from
emitted photons. When the energy of the photon is resonance
with sub-bands in the VB including ∆SO, photons may be
absorbed and not allowed to leave the laser cavity thereby
reducing the overall laser efficiency. This can be measured in
form of external differential efficiency.
There is therefore critical need to understand the physics
behind these processes and ways to measure each of them in
semiconductor lasers.

3.6. Inter-Valence Band Absorption (IVBA)
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Inter-valence band absorption (IVBA) is an optical loss
process in which photo-absorption excites an electron from a
lower energy level to a higher one within the VB of a
semiconductor laser. IVBA could involve the transition of
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The transition energies of the light hole-heavy hole process are
too small or too far out of k-space and would normally be out
of resonance. Also, the spin split-off-light-hole process may as
well be neglected in high ∆SO devices since it requires carriers
at high k. Calculated absorption coefficients for ternary
materials are found to increase with increasing temperature.
This implies that, IVBA is a temperature dependent optical
loss process and it will easily couple with Auger
recombination to degrade device performance at ambient
temperatures. The explanation to this temperature dependence
is that, as temperatures increase the hole population changes
as carriers are distributed deep down the heavy-hole band and
further out in k. This increases the probability of IVBA
occurring.
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